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1   Introduction
Flavor problem

Mass hierarchy

CP violation
Flavor mixing 

of quarks and leptons

What is the mechanism of fermion mass hierarchy ?

Well known one is U(1)  Froggatt-Nielsen

Modular forms meet the flavor problem
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What is Modular form ? 

z is complex

is defined by imposing three conditions

①

②

③

is holomorphic

Modular function  only constant

is holomorphic @

@ Im Z > 0

Modular form f(z)

k: weight

Automorphy factor

(Modular transformation)
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⇒ k=even

Three matrices construct ɤ (Modular transformation)

generate infinite discrete group
PSL(2,Z)

Modular group

 τ: modulus

z → z+1

z → -1/z



5 ● ● Fixed point of τ (Residual symmetry)  

●

●
●

↑

Fundamental Domain of τ

S : τ → -1/τ

ST : τ → -1/(τ+1) 

T : τ → τ+1 

τ =ω

τ = i

|τ|≧1

-1/2+√3/2i 

Modular symmetry is broken if τ is fixed.
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Y3 qc QL H

Modular form 
like spurion

y qc QL HSM

constant

An example of mass matrix in terms of modular forms  

Yi are given by using 

Modular forms in favor

A triplet rep. of discrete group
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Modular group has subgroups 

ΓN finite modular group of level N

Γ2 S3 Γ3 A4 Γ4 S4 Γ5 A5

ΓN

infinite group  

Modular forms appear naturally in top-down scenarios based on a class of string compactifications
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Γ3 A4 group

For k=2,  there are 3 linealy independent modular forms,

Number of modular forms depend on weight k (even) 
k+1 for A4 (2k+1 for S4)

which form a A4 triplet. 

ΓN

2  Modular forms for  N=3

For k=0, the  modular form is constant (modular function)
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S transformation T transformation

Modular transformation is the transformation of modulus τ

cτ+d = -τ cτ+d = 1

= =

weight 2;  k=2
3 modular forms

Flavor symmetry acts non-linealy (Modular forms).
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A4 triplet of modular forms with weight 2 

F. Feruglio, arXiv:1706.08749

Dedekind eta-function
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τ ∞i (Y1 , Y2 ,  Y3)
T → (1, -ε, -1/2 ε2 )T

A4 triplet

Modular forms are hierarchical at τ=i∞  and ω !

ε=6 |q|1/3

|ε|<<1

Modular forms have hierarchy at nearby fixed points

τ = ω
ST=

Unitary 
transformation
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We can construct the mass matrix with hierarchical masses
by using the hierarchical modular forms at nearby

This hierarchical structure is not accidental.
Thanks to Residual symmetry Z3   (N=3)

τ=∞i and ω

3   Mass hierarchy in modular invariance

P.P.Novichkov, J.T.Penedo, S.T.Petcov, JHEP 04(2021)206, arXiv:2102.07488 

F. Feruglio, V. Gherardi, A. Romanino,A. Titov,   
S. Kikuchi, T. Kobayashi, K. Nasu, S. Takada, H. Uchida
Y. Abe, T. Higaki, J. Kawamurab,T. Kobayashi,    
S. Kikuchi, T. Kobayashi, K. Nasu, S. Takada, H. Uchida  
Y. Abe, T. Higaki, J. Kawamura ,T. Kobayashi
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τ=i∞    ɤ=T: τ → τ+1    cτ+d = 1

For N=3 |q|=ε

Modular invariance

q → q ξ T

n-th derivative
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Observed Yukawa ratios at GUT scale with tanβ=10 

For down quark sector   εd = 0.02～0.03 

For up quark sector        εu= 0.002～0.003

S. Antusch, V. Maurer, JHEP 1311 (2013) 115 [arXiv:1306.6879].

We have only one parameter |q|=ε
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4   A Model of Quark Mass Matrices with A4 (N=3)

due to

Irreducible representations 
A4 : 1, 1’, 1”, 3

S.T.Petcov, M.Tanimoto, JHEP 08 (2023)086 [arXiv:2306.05730],
Eur. Phys. J. C 83(2023)579 [arXiv:2212.13336 ]

Weight k is set to vanish

automorphy factor
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τ=i∞
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Kinetic terms

We renormalize superfields to get canonical kinetic terms

is large 

Superpotential
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At τ=i∞ rank one 

Down type quark mass matrix 

In the vicinity of τ=i∞ 
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Up type quark mass matrix 
In order to protect a massless quark, we can consider 
dimesuion 6 mass operator

with

or SUSY breaking by F term  F/ Λ2

Iτ is a overall normalization factor for canonical kinetic terms 

/ Λ2
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Nσ=2.0

A successful numerical result

!! Order 1 parameters, βq/αq , ɤq/αq , gd , fu

Cu1～ (F/Λ2) /(vu ε2)

8 real parameters + 2 phase

8 output
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● Quark mass hierarchy is realized at nearby fixed point 
of τ=i∞ (and ω) thanks to the residual symmetry Z3. 

● Is Modulus τ common in both quarks and leptons ?
One modulus or multi-modulei ?

5  Summary

● Spontaneous CP violation (origin of CP is τ) is challenging

Flavor theory with modular forms is developing !
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Superstring theory 10D
Our universe is    4D

The extra 6D
should be compactified.

Torus compactification

2 Modular Symmetry
2.1  Modular group
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α2

α1

(x,y)～(x,y)+n1α1+n2α2

Two-dimensional torus T2  is obtained as 
T2 = ℝ2 / Λ                                     

Λ is two-dimensional lattice, 
which is spanned by two lattice vectors
α1=2πR  and  α2=2πRτ

The same lattice is spanned by other bases under the transformation

ad-bc=1 
a,b,c,d are integer  SL(2,Z)

τ =α2 /α1 is a modulus parameter (complex).

by Feruglio
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The modular transformation is generated by S and T .

α1

α2
α’2

TS
α’2

α2

α1 α’1

= =

τ =α2/α1

Dicrete shift symmetryduality

ɤ
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Modular transformationτ =α2 /α1

ad-bc=1 
a,b,c,d are integer

ɤ
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Hierarchical fermion mass matrices arise due to the proximity of the 
modulus τ to a fixed point, in which a residual symmetery remainds.

P.P.Novichkov, J.T.Penedo, S.T.Petcov, JHEP 04(2021)206, arXiv:2102.07488 

At τ=i ∞,   mass matrix is invariant under T transformation (ZN  symmetry)

=

redefine ε=|q|
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ν
L

νR

symmetric x 3Y anti-symmetric x 3Y
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representation matrix
of finite group

We can consider effective theories with ΓN symmetry.

Modular transformation

K is weight

ΓN

Automorphy factor

Modular form of Level N ( N=2,3,4,5 ) (S3, A4, S4, A5)

modular form of weight k (Level N)

Leff is modular invariant if sum of weights satisfy ∑kI=k .

Chiral superfields

Automorphy factor
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Yukawa couplings (masses) are modular forms ? 

Modular forms meet the flavor problem 

Modular form 

Holomorphic function of z , 

which under modular transformations

obeys ad-bc=1 
a,b,c,d are integer  
SL(2,Z)


